FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CN established a partnership with ProctorEdu to conduct credible online exams on the CN Learning
Management System.
By using online exam proctoring tools, institutions are able to establish credibility of the assessment
results. Through the integration between CN Quizzes tool and ProctorEdu, faculty and schools can
now monitor students' exam taking behaviors smoothly. This integration brings together the
strengths of both platforms and opens up new opportunities.
Indianapolis, IN, Oct 3, 2022 – ProctorEdu and CourseNetworking, two established and global
educational technology companies, are both excited to announce their partnership that allows
integration of the new-generation online exam proctoring tool within CN LMS, for both Classic and
Pathway courses. ProctorEdu is a browser solution for online monitoring, recording, and evaluating
user behavior throughout online assessments. The company has been providing online proctoring
services since 2016 and their mission is to make education more accessible to the students from all
over the world.
In the last 7 years, ProctorEdu has become a top notch learning technology provider. Here are some
of the features their product offers:
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Credibility score - an automatic AI-powered assessment of confidence in test results
makes tracking exams a human invigilator unnecessary.
Biometric verification of identity makes sure the same person has started and ended
a test and tracks all the interventions by possible helpers. The system also makes
sure that the person in the ID document (ie. passport) and the person in front of the
camera is the same person.
Physiological voice detection detects any whispers and any suspicious noise.
An option to have 3 video streams of a student: (1) a video from the student's
webcam, (2) their screencast and (3) the additional mobile camera in case you also
need a video of, for example, the student's desk to see that there was no any banned
tools on it while taking the test.
A second monitor detection.
Mobile support - students can take tests with proctoring on Android and iOS mobile
devices.
A fully web-based solution, there is no need for test-takers and other users to
download anything. And there are very mild technical requirements for using the
proctoring tool (i.e. internet speed of 256 Kbit/s).
Can be integrated with any LMS or testing platform.
For live proctoring - Proctors can communicate with each student via audio, video
and text in real time.
Customizable features to create test scenario based on client needs.
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“There are many more features available and we keep evolving, but one thing stays the same - we
always focus on user-experience. We release minor updates every quarter to give our clients the
most intuitive interface. Major updates are released every year to provide the best of what
technology has to offer,” said Artem Kozin, CEO aka Chief Academic Integrity Evangelist Officer of
ProctorEdu.
Currently, ProctorEdu has been fully tested on CN and the integration is ready for interested
institutions to deploy on the condition that they have licensed both products. If your institution is
interested in using this proctoring tool on the CN platform, please contact us at
info@coursenetworking.com.
CN is looking forward to partnerships with more eLearning platforms and institutions. If your
organization is interested in partnering with CN, please reach out to us.

